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Abstract: Metric learning aims to measure the similarity among samples while using an optimal
distance metric for learning tasks. Metric learning methods, which generally use a linear projection, are
limited in solving real-world problems demonstrating non-linear characteristics. Kernel approaches
are utilized in metric learning to address this problem. In recent years, deep metric learning, which
provides a better solution for nonlinear data through activation functions, has attracted researchers’
attention in many different areas. This article aims to reveal the importance of deep metric learning
and the problems dealt with in this field in the light of recent studies. As far as the research conducted
in this field are concerned, most existing studies that are inspired by Siamese and Triplet networks
are commonly used to correlate among samples while using shared weights in deep metric learning.
The success of these networks is based on their capacity to understand the similarity relationship
among samples. Moreover, sampling strategy, appropriate distance metric, and the structure of the
network are the challenging factors for researchers to improve the performance of the network model.
This article is considered to be important, as it is the first comprehensive study in which these factors
are systematically analyzed and evaluated as a whole and supported by comparing the quantitative
results of the methods.
Keywords: metric learning; deep metric learning; similarity; siamese network; triplet network

1. Introduction
The concept of machine learning, which allows for computers to learn clearly without being
directly programmed, emerged after computers gained the ability to recognize objects [1]. Today, we
can benefit from machine learning in many areas to make our life much easier. The fields where it is
used include places such as face recognition, medical diagnosis, intrusion detection systems, speech
recognition, voice recognition, text mining, object recognition, and so on. Thus, machine learning can
be claimed to offer successful solutions for complex problems and large amounts of data [2,3].
Machine learning algorithms may produce a very successful classification model that is based
on the available data. The proposed model is expected to yield successful results in both test and
training data. However, it may not always be possible to expect the proposed model to produce the
desired result in any problem, because each data has its own basic problems that need to be solved.
For example, when you deal with a face recognition problem, you may deal with such factors as pose
variations, illumination differences, scaling, background, occlusion, and expression, each of which
causes various problems in the classification of the data. Therefore, to address these factors, the
distinguishing characteristics of the data must be well defined in order to correctly classify the data.
k-nearest neighbor, support vector machines, and Naïve Bayes classifiers can be used in machine
learning applications. Although these algorithms have a certain classification performance, it is
possible to represent the data in a better way. These algorithms do not transform an original dataset
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to a new space. The effect of each feature is not equal in terms of classification. Therefore, feature
weighting might be used before classification. The dataset can also be transformed from original space
to a new space. To realize this, data transformation algorithms, like Principal Component Analysis
and Linear Discriminant Analysis, have been benefited. The dataset can be classified after the data
transformation using these algorithms.
Metric learning is an approach based directly on a distance metric that aims to establish similarity
or dissimilarity between objects. While metric learning aims to reduce the distance between similar
objects, it also aims to increase the distance between dissimilar objects. For this reason, there are
approaches, such as k-nearest neighbors, which calculate distance information, and approaches
where the data is transformed into a new representation. While the metric learning approaches are
moved to the transformation space with distance information, the method is basically based on a
W projection matrix. Current studies are directly related to Mahalanobis distance in general [4–6].
When Mahalanobis distance is transformed into the Euclidean distance, the metric learning approach
is presented based on the decomposition of the covariance matrix and the use of symmetric positive
definite matrices while performing these operations.
Data volume has been increasing day by day, which provides significant advantages for more
accurate classification. However, this also brings a large number of calculations with it. It is essential
to carry out operations in pieces and together due to many computing requirements. Therefore, it is
possible to come up with fast and successful solutions in machine learning thanks to the power of
parallel computing. Deep learning with multi-layered structure has become one of the most popular
topics of our time in computer science with the development of GPU technology in recent years [7].
Deep learning, which provides a new representation of the data over raw data, obtains the automatic
extraction of features where the goal is to achieve higher abstraction levels when transforming data [8,9].
Deep learning offers a compact structure on its own and it includes the classification in the architecture.
It has also a nonlinear structure that can provide us more realistic approaches to detect real-world
problems with the power of activation functions.
In the last few years, deep learning and metric learning have been brought together to introduce
the concept of deep metric learning [10]. Deep metric learning is based on the principle of similarity
between samples. In 2017, Lu et al. [10] summarized the concept of deep metric learning for visual
understanding tasks. The concept of deep metric learning has been shown in Figure 1. In this study,
more recent approaches for Image, Video, Speech, and Text tasks were dealt with. The network
structure, loss function, and sample selection are important factors for the success of the network in
deep metric learning. All of the details of these main factors were mentioned in light of recent studies.
Besides, a general framework was presented with quantitative experiments in comparing the methods.
In this study, firstly metric learning was focused on. After giving some details about the
background of metric learning in Section 2, recent improvements in deep learning were discussed.
Subsequently, the relationship between deep learning and metric learning was addressed. After that,
deep metric learning problems, sample selection, and metric loss functions were explained in detail in
Section 3. Finally, some conclusions about the current situation and the future of deep metric learning
were presented.
This paper attempts to put forward the significance of deep metric learning and the issues handled
in this field. This research is considered to be important, as it is the first comprehensive study where
these factors are systematically examined and evaluated as a whole while comparing the quantitative
results of the methods.
2. Metric Learning
Each dataset has specific problems in terms of classification and clustering. Distance metrics
that do not have a good learning ability independent of the problem can be claimed not to yield
successful results in the classification of data. Therefore, a good distance metric is required to achieve
successful results on the input data [11,12]. To address this problem, several works have been conducted
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while using metric learning approaches [6,11–14]. Metric learning provides a new distance metric by
analyzing data. A metric learning approach that performs the learning process on the data will have a
higher ability to distinguish the sample data. The main purpose of metric learning is to aim to learn
a new metric to reduce the distances between samples of the same class and increase the distances
between the samples of different class [15]. As can be seen in Figure 1c, while metric learning aims to
bring similar objects closer, it increases the distance between dissimilar objects.
Concerning the studies of metric learning in the literature, it can be seen that the studies are directly
related to Mahalanobis distance metric. Let X = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ] ∈ Rd×N be the training samples,
where xi ∈ Rd is ith training example and N is the total number of training samples. The distance
between xi and x j is calculated as:
q
dM (xi , xj ) =

(xi − xj )T M(xi − xj )

(1)

dM (xi , xj ) is a distance metric, it must have the properties of nonnegativity, the identity of
indiscernibles, symmetry, and the triangle inequality. M needs to be symmetric and positive semidefinite.
All of the eigenvalues or determinants of M must be positive or zero to be positive semidefinite. When
we decompose M, as follows:
M = WT W
(2)
q
dM (xi , xj )= (xi − xj )T M(xi − xj )
q
(3)
= (xi − xj )T WT W(xi − xj )

= kWxi − Wx j k2
As can be seen from Equation (3), W has a linear transformation property. Thanks to this property,
Euclidean distance in the transformed space is equal to Mahalanobis distance in original space for two
samples. This linear transformation shows us the reality in the infrastructure of metric learning.
Obtaining a better representation capability for data will certainly enable us to make more accurate
predictions possible in classification or clustering problems [11,12]. Metric learning aims to learn a
good distance metric from data. The distance metric provides a new data representation that has more
meaningful and powerful discrimination using similarity relationship between samples. When we
discuss metric learning, it is useful to mention a linear transformation at first. Linear metric learning
approaches provide more flexible constraints in the transformed data space and improves learning
performance. These approaches have some advantages, such as convex formulations and robustness to
overfitting [16]. Although linear approaches help us to learn a good metric, it is possible to gain better
representation capabilities over the data. To better interpret the data, it is necessary to act in accordance
with its nature. The linear transformation has a limited ability to achieve optimum performance over
the new representation of data, because they have poor performance to capture nonlinear feature
structure. Higher performance is aimed to be achieved by carrying the problem to a non-linear space
through kernel methods in metric learning in order to overcome this problem [6]. Although these
nonlinear approaches are practical to solve non-linear problems, they may have a negative effect
against overfitting. In recent years, with the interest in deep metric learning, it is possible to propose a
more compact solution to overcome such problems that exist in both approaches.
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obtained while using metric learning. Although a solution with a kernel-based approach was
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residual networks-based metric learning for this task. When the method was compared with popular
deep metric learning methods, it was found to outperform the others. Predefined distance metrics
may be insufficient for visual tasks because of significant variations on visual objects. To address this
problem, Hu et al. [36] also used deep metric learning based on a distance metric instead of employing
a predefined similarity metric to maximize the distance between the positive samples and minimize
the distance between negative samples for visual tracking. The success of these studies indicates the
advantages of working in metric space.
Another important problem in machine learning is person re-identification. Convolutional neural
network-based approaches have come into question with the success of deep learning methods in recent
years [37]. Person re-identification tasks aim to identify different images of the same person taken in
different situations. Thus, it is possible to learn a suitable distance metric to solve these issues [38,39].
There are some kinds of benchmark person re-identification datasets, such as CUHK01, CUHK03,
Market-1501, MARS, and VIPER, in the literature. Deep metric learning for person re-identification
provides us to use end-to-end learning between the input image and the transformed feature space [40].
In [41], the authors obtained a score value for body similarity of the two images based on metric
similarity. The model that is based on this approach begins with two layers of tied convolution and
maximum pooling. Subsequently, cross-input neighborhood differences are computed. In the last
step, patch summation attributes, cross-patch attributes, and softmax function are utilized to identify
a person as the same or different. In another study, Ding et al. [42] aimed to maximize the relative
distance between two dissimilar images for triplet loss. However, one image could be included in
several triplet units, which can increase the number of triplet units. For this reason, they improved
the effective triplet generation scheme and optimized gradient descent algorithm, depending on the
number of original images instead of the number of triplets.
Disease patterns should be similar in medical images to make a diagnosis of a patient. Recently,
deep learning has rapidly become a trending topic to solve the problems of medical images. There are
some medical image problems, such as classification, detection, segmentation, and registration [43].
Deep metric learning algorithms that are based on the similarity approach can help to solve these
problems. Using a deep metric, a higher representation level of data could be provided for the
analysis of medical images. Unlike Triplet Network, the authors in [44] take the global structure
of the embedding space and overlapping labels into account while using ML2 loss. The proposed
approach allows us to distinguish normal radiological images from abnormal ones through the metric
loss function.
Currently, studies have tended towards deep metric learning, which has an efficient discrimination
power for 3D shape retrieval [23,30,45–48]. Both sketch and 3D shape of images benefited for 3D shape
retrieval while using shared weights and a metric loss function in [23,45,47]. A network model that was
based on CNN+Siamese network on three large datasets aimed to achieve efficient 3D image retrieval.
To carry out 3D image retrieval, a metric loss that combines correlation and discrimination loss was
used in [23,46]. Different from [23], the metric loss was also used in the hidden layer during training.
The authors in [48] attempted to find a more robust and discriminative feature that was embedded with
a novel loss function that combined triplet loss and center loss for 3D image retrieval task. In another
3D image retrieval task, Lim et al. [30] used the triplet network model to detect the styles of 3D images.
They compared the triplet loss value with the distances of similar and dissimilar images.
Deep metric learning introduces the-state-of-the-art methods that have very discriminative
information for face recognition and verification in recent years [27,31,32,49,50]. Hu et al. [31] proposed
a novel deep discriminative metric learning model that had a hierarchical nonlinear transformation
with face pairs taking advantage of neural network for face verification. In addition, the same authors
aimed to reveal the kinship relation between people by examining the image of two different faces while
using model-based discriminative deep metric learning method [49]. The authors in [32] suggested
a system, called FaceNet, using a novel online triplet learning model by focusing on face similarity
under the cover of Euclidean space. The system was designed to deal with face problems, such as
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Deep metric learning provides us with very effective results on a wide variety of topics. Table 1
was created to demonstrate the studies published in the top journals/conferences in recent years and a
similar evaluation protocol for the benchmark datasets were used for different topics. The comparative
results presented in Table 1 indicate that deep metric learning has attained very successful results in
many different disciplines. As can be seen in Table 1, there are specific evaluation metrics for each
problem in the literature. For example, F1, which takes both false positive and false negative into
account, and Normalized Mutual Information (NMI), which determines the quality of clustering using
the entropy of class labels and the entropy of cluster labels, have been used for image clustering tasks;
on the other hand, recall @R (rank accuracy) performance metric has been used for image retrieval
tasks [67]. While the rank values are evaluated to measure the performance of person re-Identification
tasks, accuracy is utilized to measure face verification. To measure 3D shape retrieval performances,
First Tier (FT), Nearest Neighbor (NN), which is the percentage of the first-closest matches belonging to
the query class, Emeasure (E), Second Tier (ST), Discounted Cumulated Gain (DCG), and mean Average
Precision (mAP), which calculate the mean of average precision for each query, are preferred [48].
FT is the ratio of the relevant matches to the size of the query class C when the number of retrieved
models is |C| for top K matches. If K=2|C|, ST is obtained. E-measure is equal to the 1-F1 measure.
Semantic textual similarity task uses Pearson correlation (r), which is a measure of the linear correlation,
Spearman’s (ρ), which assesses monotonic relationships of two variables, and mean squared error
(MSE) to evaluate the performance of the task [53]. Equal Error Rate (EER), which shows that the
rate of false acceptances is equal to the rate of false rejections, and Minimum Decision Cost Function
(MDCF), which is a simultaneous measure of discrimination and calibration are used to measure the
performance of the speaker verification task [50].
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Table 1. Comparison of benchmark datasets for deep metric learning problems.
Dataset

Reference

Task and Comparative Results

Evaluation Protocol

CNN
LSTM

Year

Image Retrieval

Image Clustering (%)

Recall@R (%)

CUB-200-2011
[68]

Song et al. [69]
Sohn et al. [70]
Wang et al. [67]
Song et al. [71]
Ge et al. [72]

NMI
56.2
60.3
61.1
59.2
-

F1
22.7
27.2
29.4
-

R=1
46.5
50.9
54.7
48.1
57.1

R=2
58.1
63.3
66.3
61.4
68.8

R=4
69.8
74.2
76.0
71.8
78.7

R=8
80.2
83.2
83.9
81.9
86.5

200 classes with 11788 images
the first 100 classes for training
(5864 images)
the rest of the classes for testing
(5,924 images)

CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN

2016
2016
2017
2017
2018

CAR-196 [73]

Song et al. [69]
Sohn et al. [70]
Wang et al. [67]
Song et al. [71]
Ge et al. [72]

NMI
55.1
63.9
63.2
59.0
-

F1
21.5
33.5
32.2
-

R=1
48.3
71.1
71.4
58.1
81.4

R=2
61.1
79.7
81.4
70.6
88.0

R=4
71.8
86.4
87.5
80.2
92.7

R=8
81.1
91.6
92.1
87.8
95.7

198 classes with 16,185 images
the first 98 classes for training
(8,054 images)
the other 98 classes for testing
(8,131 images)

CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN

2016
2016
2017
2017
2018

Online
Products [69]

Song et al. [69]
Sohn et al. [70]
Wang et al. [67]
Song et al. [71]
Ge et al. [72]

NMI
87.4
88.1
88.6
89.4
-

F1
24.7
28.1
29.9
-

R=1
63.0
67.7
70.9
67.0
74.8

R=10
80.5
83.7
85.0
83.6
88.3

R=100
91.7
92.9
93.5
93.2
94.8

CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN

2016
2016
2017
2017
2018

CNN

2016

CNN

2018

CNN

2019

CNN

2019

R=1000
22634 products with 120053 images. the first
97.5
11318 product categories for training
97.8
(59,551 images)
98.0
the other 11316 product categories for testing
(60,502 images)
98.4

Person re-Identification

Market-1501
[74]

R=1

R=5

Ustinova et al. [75]

59.47

80.73

Chen et al. [38]

83.55

92.37

Yang et al. [39]

84.26

93.59

Yao et al. [76]

88.20

-

1501 identities in total
750 identities for training and 751 identities
for test
1501 identities in total
750 identities for training and 751 identities
for test
1501 identities in total
750 identities for training and 751 identities
for test
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Table 1. Cont.
Dataset

CUHK03 [77]

Reference

Task and Comparative Results
R=1

R=5

Ustinova et al. [75]

65.77

92.85

Chen et al. [38]

68.63

92.28

Yang et al. [39]

39.64

-

Yao et al. [76]

82.75

96.59

Evaluation Protocol

1360 identities in total
1160 identities for training and 100 for test
1367 identities in total
767 identities for training and 700 for test
1360 identities in total
1160 identities for training and 100 for test

CNN
LSTM

Year

CNN

2016

CNN

2018

CNN

2019

CNN

2019

CNN

2017

CNN

2018

CNN

2018

3D Shape Retrieval

SHREC’13
[78]

SHREC’14
[79]

NN

FT

ST

E

DCG

Map

Dai et al. [23]

65.0

63.4

71.9

34.8

76.6

67.4

Dai et al. [46]

73.0

71.5

77.3

36.8

81.6

74.4

He et al. [48]

76.3

78.7

84.9

39.2

85.4

80.7

NN

FT

ST

E

DCG

Map

Dai et al. [23]

27.2

27.5

34.5

17.1

49.8

28.6

Dai et al. [46]

40.3

32.9

39.4

20.1

54.4

33.6

He et al. [48]

58.5

45.5

53.9

27.5

66.6

47.7

1258 shapes and 7200 sketches, grouped into
90 classes.
the number of sketches for each class is equal
to 80.
50 sketches for training and 30 for testing for
each group.

13680 sketches and 8987 3D models, grouped into
171 classes.
the number of sketches for each class is equal
to 80.
50 sketches for training and 30 for testing for
each group.

CNN

2017

CNN

2018

CNN

2018

10 folds: each fold has 300 matched pairs and 300
mismatched pairs
Image restricted

-

2014
2017
2018

Face verification

LFW [80]

Hue et al. [31]
Lu et al. [49]
Hue at al. [81]

Accuracy
90.68
94.50
93.27
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Table 1. Cont.
Dataset

Reference

Task and Comparative Results

CNN
LSTM

Year

-

2014

-

2017

LSTM
LSTM
LSTM

2016
2018
2018

1306 speakers recorded with 5 i-vectors each.
Total 9634 test i-vector and 12582004 trial.
randomly divided train subset and test subset.
All i-vectors have 600 dimensions

-

2015

-

2019

the first 90 speakers were divided into training,
validation and test sets.
18 speakers were used as an “unseen” set

LSTM

2015

LSTM

2019

LSTM

2015

LSTM

2019

Evaluation Protocol

Accuracy
YTF [82]

Hue et al. [31]

82.34

Lu et al. [49]

82.50

10 folds: each fold has 250 intra-personal pairs
and 250 inter-personal pairs
Image restricted

Semantic Textual Similarity

SICK [83]

Mueller et al. [53]
Zhu et al. [55]
Ein-Dor et al. [56]

ρ
0.83
0.77
0.72

r
0.88
0.83
0.81

MSE
0.22
0.34
0.33

9927 sentence pairs
5000 for training and 4927 for testing

Speaker Verification

NIST i-vector
[84]

VCTK [86]

VoxCeleb2
[87]

EER (%)

MDCF

Triplet Network [85]

2.85

0.30

Chen et al. [50]

2.69

0.27

EER (%)

MDCF

Triplet Network [85]

12.26

-

Wang et al. [58]

10.77

-

EER (%)

MDCF

Triplet Network [85]

15.92

-

Wang et al. [58]

13.68

-

selected a subset containing 101 speakers.
71 speakers for training and validation
other 30 speakers are used as the “unseen” set
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3.2. Sample Selection
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Figure
4. Negative
Mining.

To summarize, even if we create good mathematical models and architectures, the learning ability
www.mdpi.com/journal/symmetry
of the network will be limited, depending on the discriminating power of the samples that are presented
to the network. Distinguishing training examples should be presented to the network so that the
network can learn better and gain better representation. For this reason, the effect of the relationship
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between the samples for deep metric learning should be carefully examined. Thus, sample selection
will be very useful as a preprocessing step to increase the success of network model before applying the
deep metric learning model. The results in the literature point out that studies for negative mining in
deep metric learning have a high impact value. When considering the benefit of choosing informative
samples; on the other hand, the main one could be to avoid overfitting, because similar patterns have
similar interaction when the network is being trained, because overfitting may cause slower learning or
local optimal learning. Moreover, the number of all possible triplets corresponds O (n3 ) time complexity
when we consider a problem with two classes, which results in a waste of time and unnecessary use of
resources. To overcome this problem, it is enough to only deal with valuable triple samples. Thus,
significant improvements in performance can be achieved after selecting informative samples.
3.3. Loss functions for Deep Metric Learning
In this section, some loss functions that have been used to apply deep metric learning in the
literature will be highlighted. The way that these functions are used will also be introduced and some
details about their differences will be given. These functions provide us to increase or decrease the
distance between the objects by looking at their similarity. The goal is to achieve the highest feature
representation between different objects.
Initially, the Siamese network was used with neural networks for signature verification [33].
Different from [33], the Siamese network is based on learning from a discriminative learning framework
for energy-based models [94]. In this approach, two identical images are taken into the Siamese
network and a binary value is obtained as a result of learning from these images. The images are
considered as the same class when they are “0”; if they are “1”, they are considered as a different class.
The Siamese network, as a metric learning approach, receives pair images, including positive and
negative samples to train a network model (Figure 5) [95]. The distance between these pair images
is calculated via a loss function (Equation (5)). Contrastive Loss has been benefited for the Siamese
network in the literature [29,96]. This approach is a study that provides inspiration for researchers
working in the field of deep metric learning. As can be seen in Figure 6a, the siamese network is a
very successful model to maximize or minimize the distance between objects to improve classification
performance. Shared weights that positively affect the performance of a neural network are used
to obtain a meaningful pattern among images in deep metric learning, as shown in Figure 5. These
weights also have important advantages in terms of time and memory. It is also possible to combine
the Siamese network and Convolutional neural network, which has important advantages [97], which
include similarity learning from direct image pixels, color and texture information at the same time,
and its flexible structure. In the deep metric learning model [98], two Siamese Convolutional neural
network and Mahalanobis metric were combined for person re-identification, where the Mahalanobis
metric was used to classify the data. The deep metric learning model was created by limiting the
weights to a C constant while calculating the L2 norm. The authors in [99] combined softmax loss and
center loss for face recognition. While the center loss aims to find a center for deep features of each
class to minimize the distances between deep features and their class center, like the contrastive loss,
the softmax loss aims to find deep features that maximize the distances between different classes
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similarity
of pair samples (Figure 6b). Triplet networks provide a higher discrimination power while using
of pair samples (Figure 6b). Triplet networks provide a higher discrimination power while using
both in-class and inter-class relations. The authors in [72] proposed a new metric loss that is based on
both in-class and inter-class relations. The authors in [72] proposed a new metric loss that is based on
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in-class and inter-class relations. The authors in [72] proposed a new metric loss that is based on triplet
loss utilizing a class-level hierarchical tree. Hierarchical triplet loss improves the performance of the
network with online adaptive tree update thanks to the more informative sample approach. Similarly,
Wang et al. [67] suggested a novel angular loss to improve deep metric learning. Unlike Siamese and
Triplet networks, angular loss focuses on angular constraint at the negative point of triplet triangles.
The angular loss pushes the negative point away from the center of the positive cluster and then brings
positive points closer to each other while using an angle that is a rotation and scale-invariant metric
(Equation (8)). While the Triplet loss only considers positive and negative samples to compute the
distance between samples, it does not exploit any similarity degree information [100]. The authors
in [100] obtained a better degree of closeness between objects while using quadruple samples in each
training batch. As shown in Equation (7), a new input sample similar to the sample X was added to the
quadruple loss metric as an alternative approach to triplet loss. Figure 6c shows us that quadruple loss
benefits from two different margin values. These margin values aim to establish more meaningful
relationships among similar samples and among different samples. Histogram loss [75] uses quadruplet
training samples, like quadruplet loss, for training. It benefits from histograms to calculate similarity
distributions of positive and negative pairs and does not need any tuning parameters, unlike other
losses. It obtains the outperforming results in experimental studies for person re-identification datasets,
like CUHK03 and Market-1501, when compared to other losses. Yao et al. [76] presented part loss for
person re-identification task to take advantage of learning risk minimization constraint, as in SVM.
Part loss aims to use different body parts instead of focusing only on a certain point. Part loss value
was calculated for each part of an image divided into five parts to evaluate each of the local patterns as
a separate part
Loss functions are one of the most important parts of the deep metric learning models. Now, let us
consider some loss functions while using the new representation of paired samples in embedding space.
Let X1 and X2 be a pair of inputs in the training set. Distance for a pair of input samples DW (X1 , X2 ) is,
DW (X1 , X2 ) = kGW (X1 ) − GW (X2 )k2

(4)

where GW (X1 ) and GW (X2 ) are generated as a new representation of a pair of input samples. DW
is used to calculate the distance between the two inputs in loss functions. LContrastive that is used to
calculate a loss function in Siamese network model is,
1
1
LContrastive = (1 − Y) (DW )2 + (Y) max(0, m − DW )
2
2

2

(5)

where Y is the label value. If a pair of inputs is from the same class, the value of Y is 1, otherwise its
value is 0. m is margin value in LContrastive . Triplet network models have three inputs: anchor input X,
similar to anchor input Xp , and dissimilar to anchor input Xn . Triplet loss LTriplet is,
LTriplet = max(0, kGW (X) − GW (Xp )k2 − kGW (X) − GW (Xn )k2 + α)

(6)

where α is the margin value. Quadruple network models also have another input Xs different from
Triplet network models. Xs is similar to X input like Xp input. Quadruple loss LQuadruple is,
LQuadruple = max(0, kGW (X) − GW (Xp )k2 − kGW (X) − GW (Xs )k2 + α1 )+
max(0, kGW (X) − GW (Xs )k2 − kGW (X) − GW (Xn )k2 + α2 )

(7)

Angular loss takes angle relationship into account between samples. Angular loss LAngular is,


LAngular = max 0, kGW (X) − GW (Xp )k2 − 4 tan2 αkGW (Xn ) − GW (Xc )k2

(8)
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where Xc is in the middle of X and Xp . Xc is,
Xc = (X + Xp )/2

(9)

Traditional deep metric learning models, like Siamese and Triplet Networks, neglect the structural
information of training samples in each training step [101]. However, it is a disadvantage for a dataset
that has limited training samples. Deep structural metric learning approach proposes lifting the vector
of pairwise distances within the batch to the matrix of pairwise distances through a special structured
loss in the deep network [69]. Therefore, it is possible to use the full advantage of contextual information
within the training batch. As can be seen in Figure 6d, it deals with the similarity relationship among
many samples at the same time. The power of the proposed algorithm comes from evaluating a
sufficient number of samples together. Sohn [70] proposed a multi-class N-pair loss to address the
slow convergence and poor local optima of Siamese and Triplet Networks. Triplet loss deals with just a
negative sample in every training stage update and it does not interact with other negative samples.
Different from Triplet loss, N pair loss benefits from N-1 negative class samples to compare the anchor
sample (Figure 6e). If the number of classes is limited, it can be unnecessary to use N-pair loss, because,
if the number of classes decreases, the number of comparisons with an anchor sample will also decrease.
The advantage of N-pair loss will be lost in this situation. Unlike all other loss metrics in the literature,
the authors in [102] benefited from multi-similarity loss while using self-similarity, negative relative
similarity, and positive relative similarity under the general pair weighting framework to capture the
similarity between samples. This loss takes both self-similarity and relative similarities into account,
which make possible the model to gather and weight informative pair samples more efficiently.
The preparation of the training data has to be done for Siamese, Triplet, and n-double networks
before the training phase. This process needs more space on disk and it is time-consuming. Song et
al. [71] claim that these networks also deal with the local view of the data. To overcome these problems,
they proposed a new deep metric learning method while using clustering loss. As can be seen in
Figure 6g, clustering loss aims to bring the samples together in a cluster while using cluster centers.
It also prevents different clusters from approaching each other. The suggested method, based on
structured prediction, benefits from the normalized mutual metric. Rippel et al. [103] emphasize that
triplet loss evaluates a triplet sample at a time to train a dataset. This reduces the learning time of the
network. However, this approach causes poor performance and insufficient training. For this reason,
they suggested magnet loss, which penalizes cluster overlaps and evaluates the closest neighbors in a
cluster to separate multiple clusters. The proposed method has local discrimination and it is globally
consistent with the optimization procedure. Figure 6f illustrates how similar samples approach in the
closest cluster while using local neighborhoods. Mixed loss [104], which is inspired by triplet loss,
uses three positive samples and three negative samples to establish similarity relationship among
samples, in addition to the anchor and negative sample. Figure 6h shows us that the metric loss
function brings positive samples closer to anchor, while pushing negative samples away from the
anchor. State-of-the-art loss metrics in the literature are summarized in Table 2 in details.
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Table 2. Loss metrics.
Metric

Contrastive Loss [29]

Triplet Loss [85]

Histogram Loss [75]

Sample Selection

Hard negative

Easy sampling

Easy sampling

Topic

Image recognition
Object recognition

Image recognition
Object recognition

Image recognition
Image retrieval
Person re-ID

Hard negative

Dataset

Purpose

Year

MNIST [105]
NORB [106]

calculates a contrastive loss function
that aims to obtain a higher value for
pairs of dissimilar objects and aims to
obtain a lower value for pairs of
similar objects

2006

calculates the distance difference
between anchor-positive samples
and anchor-negative samples and
aims to bring similar objects closer

2014

aims the distributions of the
similarities of less overlapping
positive and negative pairs.

2016

aims a new metric learning algorithm
using the lifted dense pairwise
distance matrix within the batch
throughout the training.

2016

MNIST [105]
CIFAR10 [107]
SVHN [108]
STL10 [109]
CUB-200-2011 [68]
Online Products [69]
Market-1501 [74]
CUHK03 [77]
CUB-200-2011 [68]
Online Products [69]
CAR-196 [73]

Structured Loss [69]

Image retrieval

N-Pair Loss [70]

Image retrieval
Image clustering
Face verification
Face identification
Object recognition
Object verification

CUB-200-2011 [68]
Online Products [69]
Flower-610 [70]
CAR-196 [73]
LFW [80]
Car-333 [110]

aims to develop triplet loss focusing
on pushing a positive sample away
from multiple negative samples at
each training stage

2016

Magnet Loss [103]

Hard negative

Image recognition
Image annotation

Stanford Dogs [111]
Oxford-IIIT Pet [112]
Oxford 102 Flowers [113]
Object Attributes [114]

aims to retrieve a whole local
neighborhood of nearest clusters and
punish their overlaps

2016

Angular Loss [67]

Multiple negative

Image retrieval
Image clustering

CUB-200-2011 [68]
Online Products [69]
CAR-196 [73]

focuses on limiting the angle in the
negative sample of triplet triangles.

2017

Multiple negative “class”
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Table 2. Cont.
Metric

Sample Selection

Topic

Dataset

Purpose

Year

Quadruple Loss [100]

Semi-hard negative

Patient similarity

The Ischemic Heart [100]
The Cerebrovascular [100]

aims to capture the degree of
similarity between patients
effectively

2017

CUB-200-2011 [68]
Online Products [69]
CAR-196 [73]

aims a new metric learning approach
based on the structural prediction
that takes the global structure of the
embedding space into account by a
clustering quality metric.

Clustering Loss [71]

Hierarchical Triplet Loss
[72]

Mixed Loss [104]

Part Loss [76]

Multi-Similarity Loss
[102]

Easy sampling

Anchor-Neighbor
sampling

Hard-aware online
exemplar mining

Easy sampling

General pair weighting

Image retrieval
Image clustering

Image retrieval
Face recognition

Image retrieval

Person re-ID

Image retrieval

CUB-200-2011 [68]
Online Products [69]
CAR-196 [73]
LFW [80]
In-Shop Clothes Retrieval
[115]

Fashion Collocation
Dataset [104]
Market-1501 [74]
CUHK03 [77]
VIPeR [116]
CUB-200-2011 [68]
Online Products [69]
CAR-196 [73]
In-Shop Clothes Retrieval
[115]

aims to collect informative samples
and capture global data context with
an online class-level tree update

aims to feed multiple positive and
negative samples to the neural
network per time

2017

2018

2018

aims to reduce empirical
classification risks for training and
representation learning risks for test
by dividing images to K parts

2019

aims to collect informative paired
samples, and weights these pairs
both their own and relative
similarities

2019
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4. Discussion
As mentioned earlier in Section 3, Deep metric learning (DML) have been used for face verification,
recognition, person re-identification, and 3D shape retrieval tasks. These tasks consist of very large
number of categories and limited training samples for single categories. An insufficient number of
samples for any category can complicate a successful training process. However, DML algorithms can
handle two, three, or more samples at the same network structure, such as Siamese network, Triplet
network, and Quadruple network. These network structures allow for users to significantly increase
the size of data training. Thus, it is possible to improve the training performance of the network even
if the number of samples for a single category is small. As can be seen in Table 1, DML algorithms
have proved to be useful with remarkable results for these tasks where both the number of categories
is high and the number of samples for a single category is small.
DML, which basically consists of metric loss function, sampling strategy, and network structure,
should be considered as a whole with all of the components of the network. Samples to be presented to
the network and the relationship between them are related to the metric loss function. The metric loss
functions such as contrastive loss [29], triplet loss [85], quadruple loss [100], n-pair loss [70], and so on
allow for us to increase the data sample size (n), such as n2 (paired samples), n3 (triplet samples), and n4
(quadruple samples). Inefficient paired samples or triple samples cause time consumption and too much
memory space in the network training. The time complexity of network training may exponentially
increase, depending on this situation. To overcome these problems, hard negative mining [89,90] and
semi-hard negative mining [32,100] offers informative samples for training. The correct sampling
strategy plays very important role for fast convergence [32].
Although hard mining or semi-hard mining strategies obtain the desired results in specific
tasks, they still have very expensive time and memory space compared to traditional deep learning
approaches [71]. Moreover, it is not always possible while using a large batch size due to the GPU
memory limit. To get over these issues, clustering loss [71] offers a good metric function, which does
not need any data preparation step. Although deep metric learning approaches are usually carried out
on a GPU, the authors in [32] applied their mining strategy on CPU clusters to use a huge batch.
Deep metric learning approaches are highly dependent on data. The metric loss function might not
provide fast convergence between the samples for some specific datasets. To overcome this problem,
the weights that are obtained from pre-trained network models may ensure a fast convergence and
more discriminative learning in embedding space [70].
5. Conclusions
In recent years, deep metric learning based on distance metric seems to be an important study
field for researchers. At present, academic studies on this topic provide invaluable contributions to the
literature. The goal of deep metric learning is to learn a similarity metric that computes the similarity
or dissimilarity of two or more objects while using samples. There are notable similarity problems that
are applied to face recognition, face verification, person re-Identification, 3D shape retrieval, semantic
textual similarity, speaker verification, patient similarity, etc. in image, video, text and audio tasks.
The aim of this article is to present a comprehensive study, in which all aspects of deep metric learning
are evaluated to fill the gap in the literature.
Most of the recent studies in the literature were inspired by Siamese and Triplet networks in
deep metric learning. These network structures have proved their high effectiveness on benchmark
datasets and specific problem tasks. These studies contain three main parts, including informative
input samples, the structure of the network model, and a metric loss function.
Firstly, If the data-dependent sampling strategy is not initially well-adjusted, the desired results
may not be achieved for specific problem tasks. Additionally, poor sampling strategy might cause
convergence to slow down. To address these problems, hard or semi-hard negative mining strategy
provides substantial contributions to obtain informative input samples. This technique needs a
margin value to separate more valuable input examples to be presented to a network. In future
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studies, optimally determining the margin value and finding different sampling strategies will make a
significant contribution to the success of a network. We think that one way to get informative samples
is an important optimization problem. There is still an important gap in the literature to contribute to
this problem. The layers, parameters, shared weights, and network model used in deep learning are
another important part to be optimized. In this learning model, shared weights have an important
role in obtaining a similarity relationship. Shared weights not only carry out the task of organizing
in-class and inter-class relations, but they also provide more efficient memory use and less time use
when training a network. The last main part is a metric loss function, which significantly determines
the performance of the network. State-of-the-art studies that have been conducted in the relevant
literature aim to present a distance metric, depending on the data to obtain higher discriminative
features in embedding space. Although, there are notable efficient metric loss functions in the literature,
a combination of these metrics or relationship between pair samples can be a considerable research
topic for future studies.
There is a growing interest in deep metric learning in the literature, but studies are conducted in a
limited number of areas. While this is an interesting point for researchers, there are many aspects of
deep metric learning that are waiting to be explored, such as the shortcomings of existing approaches.
In addition, deep metric learning studies in the literature have the flexibility of using local features,
global features, and a combination of local and global features.
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